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ABSTRACT: Functionalization of metal−organic frameworks results in
higher hydrogen uptakes owing to stronger hydrogen−host interactions.
However, it has not been studied whether a given functional group acts on
existing adsorption sites (linker or metal) or introduces new ones. In this
work, the eﬀect of two types of functional groups on MIL-101 (Cr) is
analyzed. Thermal-desorption spectroscopy reveals that the −Br ligand
increases the secondary building unit’s hydrogen aﬃnity, while the −NH2
functional group introduces new hydrogen adsorption sites. In addition, a
subsequent introduction of −Br and −NH2 ligands on the linker results in the
highest hydrogen-store interaction energy on the cationic nodes. The latter is
attributed to a push-and-pull eﬀect of the linkers.

■

INTRODUCTION

development of aﬀordable hydrogen fuel cells, as well as the
development of eﬃcient and reliable hydrogen sensors.1
Among these issues, hydrogen storage is arguably the biggest
challenge. While diﬀerent types of materials are being explored
as hydrogen carriers, porous materials have the advantage of
oﬀering fast kinetics for hydrogen sorption as well as

The urgent need for strategies to reduce our fossil fuel
dependence has spurred many industrialized nations to turn
toward alternative sources of energy. The “hydrogen economy”,
in which hydrogen is used as a “green” feedstock in fuel cells to
power motor vehicles, homes, and so on, has been highlighted
as a potential solution to the energy problem. Challenges to be
faced before this becomes a reality include the development of
sustainable and fossil-free methods of hydrogen production, the
safe and reversible storage and transport of hydrogen,
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the same material,14 suggesting that postsynthetic linker
exchange may also be possible. 2Br-BDC and 2-NH2-BDC
(for molecular structures, see Figure S1 of the Supporting
Information) were chosen as substitute linkers for their highly
electronegative functional groups that may allow for diﬀerent
types of interactions with the adsorbent hydrogen molecules;
while the −Br functionality is highly polarizable and can thus
partake in strong van der Waals interactions, the −NH2
functionality may allow for more speciﬁc interactions through
its lone electron pair or via dihydrogen bonding. In addition, de
Vos and colleagues showed that the −Br and −NH2 functional
groups change the Lewis acidity of the metal corner in the
opposite way: whereas −Br ligands increase Lewis acidity,
−NH2 groups were found to decrease it due to electronic
eﬀects on the terephthalate linker.10 Although of all functional
groups they studied the −NO2 and −NH2 groups showed the
greatest diﬀerence in their impact on the metal corner, we
opted for the Br functionality as its higher electron density
yields larger diﬀerences upon characterization with X-ray-based
techniques. In addition, NH2-MIL-101(Cr) cannot be prepared
by direct synthetic methods without seriously compromising its
crystallinity15 and is therefore obtained by the reduction of
NO2-MIL-101(Cr) (see Materials and Methods). This results
in some unconverted −NO2 remaining in the framework, which
would bias the distinction between the diﬀerent eﬀects.
Furthermore, Yaghi and co-workers have recently shown that
some MOF-5 analogs, synthesized from a mixture of linkers
(the so-called multivariate, MTV, and MOFs) display enhanced
gas uptake when compared with the analogs containing a single
type of linkers.16 Although, the origin of the phenomenon was
not discussed, it is possible that the electronic modulation of
the metal sites by a partial linker exchange may play a key role
in this phenomenon. Therefore, the eﬀect of partial
functionalization of MIL-101(Cr) with 2-Br-BDC and 2-NH2BDC on the electronic modulation and on the types of
hydrogen adsorption sites is also discussed.

reversibility over multiple cycles. Among them, metal−organic
frameworks (MOFs) are considered as promising materials for
nondissociative hydrogen adsorption. They are organic−
inorganic hybrid materials displaying high crystallinity as well
as high and regular porosity. In addition, their syntheses can be
carried out under mild conditions, allowing for their rational
design and facile pre- and postsynthetic modiﬁcation.2
While some MOFs display extraordinarily high hydrogen
uptake at cryogenic temperatures, as a result of the generally
low enthalpy of hydrogen adsorption (ca. 2−8 kJ mol−1)2−4
being considerably lower than the ideal adsorption enthalpy
allowing for ambient-temperature hydrogen storage (15−25 kJ
mol−1),5,6 their hydrogen capacity is practically negligible near
ambient conditions, a serious drawback for application. Several
ways have been identiﬁed leading to enhanced hydrogenstorage capacities in metal−organic frameworks, via two major
mechanisms: (i) increase of the surface area or (ii) increase of
the isosteric heat of adsorption. It has been shown through
calculations and experimental results that a qualitative linear
relationship exists between the H2 storage capacities and the
speciﬁc surface areas.7,8 However, this relation is only valid at
high hydrogen loading (i.e. at low temperatures and high
pressures).
On the other hand, it has been shown that chemical
functionalization of MOFs (i.e., the chemical modiﬁcation of
their building blocks) can lead to increased ambient-temperature hydrogen uptake9 and to higher enthalpies of hydrogen
adsorption. This can take place by two major mechanisms: (i)
by the introduction of additional adsorption sites (on the
functional groups) or (ii) by the secondary eﬀect of the
functionalities on the frameworks’ polarity (cf., by increasing
the secondary building unit’s hydrogen aﬃnity). This latter
phenomenon can be aided by the fact that adsorption of
hydrogen on porous materials is driven by the van der Waals
interaction or by the Debye force (between a permanent dipole
and an induced dipole in the hydrogen molecule). Addition of
polar functional groups in the linkers strengthens the Debye
force, regardless of whether the hydrogen molecule interacts
with the positive or the negative part of the dipole. Since MOF
linkers are aromatic organics, the addition of functional groups
will not only yield stronger dipoles on the functional group but
it will also polarize the whole linker and the linker−secondary
building unit (SBU, or metal node) bond. Such phenomenon
has been shown to remarkably aﬀect catalytic activity of the
extremely stable UiO-66, owing to the electronic modulation of
the active site by functionalization.10 Similarly, the impact of
the polarization of the linker-secondary building unit through
linker functionalization on the photocatalytic activity of
isoreticular MOFs has also been recently reported.11
Despite the obvious interest and research eﬀorts, the
mechanism of how linker functionalization aﬀects the hydrogen−framework interaction has never been studied directly. In
particular, there is a desperate lack of information whether a
given functional group acts on existing adsorption sites (linker
or metal) or introduces new ones.
In this work, we analyze the eﬀect of two types of functional
groups on MIL-101(Cr) (Cr3FO[BDC]3, BDC = 1,4benzenedicarboxylate). MIL-101(Cr) has been chosen as a
starting material, owing to its high surface area, its high
hydrogen uptake at 77 K, and outstanding chemical stability.12
Although MIL-101 has been suggested as not a possible starting
material for solvent-assisted linker exchange (SALE),13 we have
recently shown that postsynthetic cation exchange is possible in

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthetic Methods. MIL-101(Cr) and Br-MIL-101(Cr)
were prepared by direct hydrothermal synthesis, mixing
chromium(III) nitrate Cr(NO3)3·9H2O, hydroﬂuoric acid
with 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid, and by 2-bromo-1,4benzenedicarboxylic acid, respectively, according to Férey’s
method.17 Synthesis of NH2-MIL-101(Cr) was carried out by
the chemical reduction of NO2-MIL-101(Cr). First, NO2-MIL101(Cr) was synthesized similarly to MIL-101(Cr), by
replacing H2BDC by 2-nitro-1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid.
Subsequently, NO2-MIL-101(Cr) was reduced to NH2-MIL101(Cr) by chemical reduction using SnCl2, according to Stock
and co-workers’ method,18 with the only diﬀerence being that
slightly longer reaction time (16 h) was allowed.
Linker Exchange. Linker exchange was carried out as
follows: 150 mg MIL-101(Cr) was reﬂuxed for 3 h with 30 mg
2-bromo-1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid or 25 mg 2-amino-1,4benzenedicarboxylic acid in 150 cm3 deionized water at 100 °C.
In addition, 150 mg previously postsynthetically linker
exchanged, Br-BDC-containing, MIL-101(Cr) (BrPSM) was
reﬂuxed for 3 h with a 25 mg 2-amino-1,4-benzenedicarboxylic
acid in 150 cm3 deionized water at 100 °C.
Activation of Samples. All MOF samples were activated
for 6 h in vacuo at 160 °C following water-to-tetrahydrofuran
solvent exchange.
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pristine MIL-101(Cr)17 was loaded in Wincrystals 200021 and
missing hydrogen atoms were placed on the linkers’ aromatic
rings and a new crystallographic information ﬁle was generated
thereof. The hydrogen atoms on the aromatic linkers were then
exchanged to Br and N, respectively, their multiplicity
decreased to 1/4, and the ﬁnal crystallographic information
ﬁles were thus generated, which were then used to simulate
their powder pattern at λ = 0.4305 Å.
Determination of the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET)
Surface Area. N2 adsorption of the activated samples was
carried out using an Autosorb 6B-type nitrogen-adsorption
instrument at 77 K. The isotherms obtained were then ﬁtted
using the BET function, as implemented in the instrument’s
software package.
Hydrogen Adsorption. Hydrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms were recorded at 298 and 77 K, in a Sievert’s
apparatus (HyEnergy, PCTPro-2000) up to ca. 30 bar
hydrogen pressure. Due to their sensitivity toward moisture,
the activated samples were loaded into the microdoser in a
glovebox, under Ar atmosphere.
High-resolution, low-temperature hydrogen-sorption isotherms of MOF samples at 19.5 K were measured with
laboratory-designed volumetric adsorption equipment with a
temperature-controlled cryostat. Around 23 mg of MOF
samples were activated under ultrahigh vacuum at 150 °C
overnight, prior to each measurement. For the laboratorydesigned cryostat, the temperature control was calibrated by
measuring the liquefaction pressure for hydrogen and nitrogen
in the empty sample chamber at various temperatures.
Thermal Desorption Spectroscopy (TDS). TDS spectra
of H2 and D2 were acquired using the setup described in ref 22
as follows: prior to the measurement, a 2−4 mg sample was
heated at 470 K in high vacuum (below 10−5 mbar) for
approximately 3 h to remove moisture and adsorbed gases.
Then the sample was slowly cooled down to approximately 20
K and was loaded with 10 mbar of hydrogen or deuterium.
After the addition of the gas, the sample was kept under
pressure at 20 K for 5 min. Subsequently, the reactor was
evacuated for several minutes (ﬁnal pressure was below 10−7
mbar) to remove the nonadsorbed hydrogen (or deuterium)
molecules. Owing to the low temperature of the sample,
adsorbed H2 and D2 stick to the surface of the adsorbent even
under vacuum, while the free molecules can be easily pumped
oﬀ. Then the temperature program was started with a constant
heating rate of 0.1 K s−1, and the signal of desorbed hydrogen,
deuterium, and HD molecules was recorded with the mass
spectrometer. In addition, the masses 1 and 18 of atomic
hydrogen and water, respectively, were measured. Desorption
spectra were recorded up to 160 K. Several spectra were
acquired up to 300 K, and as no hydrogen desorption occurred
above 160 K, the rest of the spectra were only acquired up to
160 K.
Integration of the desorption peaks was performed by the
subtraction of baseline deﬁned from the high-temperature
range (above 150 K) of the spectra, subsequently, Gaussian
peak shapes were ﬁtted whose area is proportional to the
number of gas molecules desorbed and can be quantiﬁed after
calibration.
Thermogravimetrical Analysis (TGA). Thermal analysis
of the materials (Figure S9 of the Supporting Information) was
carried out using a system provided by Mettler Toledo, model
TGA/SDTA851e. First the samples were treated under air ﬂow

Diﬀuse Reﬂectance Infra-Red Fourier Transform
(DRIFTS). Spectra were recorded on a Nicolet model 8700
spectrometer, equipped with a high-temperature cell, and a
DTGS-TEC detector. The spectra were acquired with 256
scans at 4 cm−1 resolution from 4000 to 500 cm−1 using
potassium bromide (KBr) to perform background experiments.
The samples were pretreated at 453 K for 1 h in a helium ﬂow
of 20 cm3 min−1.
UV−vis Diﬀuse Reﬂectance Spectroscopy. Spectra were
measured with a Perkin−Elmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere (“‘Labsphere’”) in the
200−800 nm range. The Kubelka−Munk function was used to
convert reﬂectance measurements into equivalent absorption
spectra using the reﬂectance of BaSO4 as a reference.
Determination of the Extent of Linker Substitution.
The extent of postsynthetic linker exchange was determined by
area integral of (i) the UV-vis spectra: MIL-101(Cr) spectrum
was used as background subtraction, and the curve was
integrated over a maximum at 380 nm, between 307 and 475
nm, as well as of that of (ii) the DRIFT spectra: a linear
baseline was used as background for the integration of
symmetric and asymmetric ν(−NH2) between 3317 and 3545
cm−1, with maximum peaks around 3370 and 3520 cm−1,
respectively. In the case of the Br-BDC-containing samples, the
sum of the normalized and baseline-corrected ortho- and metasubstituted Ar−Br stretch combination modes (at 1042 and
1072 cm−1, respectively) was used to determine the extent of
the linker exchange.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy. Because of
the highly paramagnetic Cr3+ ions, a customized digestion
method was applied for the SALE-modiﬁed samples: the
samples were digested in an aqueous H2O2 solution, which also
allowed for the oxidation of the Cr3+ ions. The solvent was
subsequently evaporated and the organic part of the remaining
powder was dissolved in deuterated DMF. Proton NMR
spectra were recorded on the digested samples using a Bruker
Avance-400 spectrometer. We would like to note that due to
the complexity of the digestion method (hindered by the
necessity of controlled oxidation states, linker solubility, and
signal multiplicity issues) and the consequent uncertainty of the
preservation of linker ratios, we only used the NMR spectra to
demonstrate the presence of various linkers.
Scanning Electron Microscopy. Shape, size, and
morphology of all samples were investigated by SEM (JSM7500F) using an electron beam energy of 5 keV.
Synchrotron X-ray Powder Diﬀraction and Analysis.
Diﬀraction data were collected on the ID31 beamline at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility using a monochromatic X-ray beam of λ = 0.4305 Å. Each sample was activated
prior to data collection and subsequently loaded into capillaries
in an Ar glovebox. The capillary was being spun throughout the
SXRPD data collection, which was detected using a series of 9
multianalyzing Si (1 1 1) crystal detectors.19 Cell parameters of
the samples were determined in the Fd3̅m space group, as
found by Férey and colleagues for the pristine MIL-101(Cr),17
using the LeBail reﬁnement mode as implemented in the GSAS
analytical software package.20 Due to the low-angle asymmetry,
lattice parameters and Gaussian line shapes were determined
from the higher angle region (1.5−3 deg) and subsequent peakshape ﬁtting was carried out on the whole pattern, leaving the
lattice parameters and Gaussian line terms unaltered. Powder
patterns of Br-MIL-101(Cr) and NH2-MIL-101(Cr) were
simulated as follows: the crystallographic information ﬁle of
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g−1; Br-MIL-101, 840.6 m2 g−1; NH2-MIL-101, 2001 m2 g−1;
BrPSM, 1940 m 2 g −1 ; NH 2 PSM, 2059 m 2 g −1 ; and
BrNH2PSM, 1839 m2 g−1), as displayed in the low-temperature
hydrogen isotherm (Figure 1a). In contrast, at ambient
temperature and at much lower hydrogen loadings, the
hydrogen uptake of samples BrPSM, NH 2 PSM, and
BrNH2PSM is 20−40% higher than that of MIL-101(Cr). In
addition, NH2-MIL-101(Cr) also showed relatively high
hydrogen-adsorption capacity at room temperature, while BrMIL-101(Cr) again shows the lowest hydrogen uptake. In
addition, hydrogen uptake per formula unit was observed to
increase compared to that of MIL-101(Cr) (0.393 mol H2) by
50% for BrNH2PSM (0.573 mol H2) under 25 bar hydrogen
pressure at 298 K. BrPSM (0.471 mol H2), NH2PSM (0.524
mol H2), and NH2-MIL-101(Cr) (0.446 mol H2) also showed
increased hydrogen uptake per formula unit, while Br-MIL101(Cr) (0.207 mol H2) showed poorer performance at 298 K.
If the impact of linkers on the amount and nature of
hydrogen adsorption sites is to be investigated, a number of
other eﬀects that may also result in increased hydrogen uptake
need to be safely excluded. Trivial reasons such as a phase
transition can be dismissed on the basis of our powder X-ray
diﬀraction results (Figure S4 of the Supporting Information),
this may be relevant as MIL-101(Cr) is known to be the
thermodynamically disfavored Cr(BDC) polymorph (as
opposed to MIL-53).23
Powder X-ray diﬀraction data (PXRD) were collected on all
samples, and it was possible to index all patterns in the Fd3̅m
space group (Table S3 of the Supporting Information), which
conﬁrms that the hydrogen-uptake enhancement upon SALE is
not due to structural changes. It has been shown that the
formation of core−shell particles may be indicated as two
phases in the diﬀractogram in case the particles are large
enough.24 On the other hand, when the shell of core−shells
crystallites are too thin to diﬀract individually, broadening of
the diﬀraction peaks of the core would be observed, since the
same batch of MIL-101(Cr) was used for the solvent-assisted
linker exchange and powder X-ray diﬀraction data collection.
The reason for such a line broadening would be the following:
while the crystallite size of the starting and postsynthetically
modiﬁed samples remains the same (for SEM images see Figure
S6 of the Supporting Information), the particles would be built
up of two substructures (core and shell), with diﬀerent lattice
parameters [as determined from the powder pattern of the pure
MIL-101(Cr), Br-MIL-101(Cr), and NH2-MIL-101(Cr)]. The
particle sizes observed in the PXRD pattern would thus appear
to be smaller, which, in turn, would result in line broadening.
We have observed that the pattern in each diﬀractogram
displays one phase only. In addition, the peak-shape analysis of
the diﬀraction pattern shows that the obtained crystallites are
comparable in size with the initial ones. It can thus be safely
concluded that the postsynthetic linker-exchange took place
randomly throughout the particles’ pore space.
In addition, pore narrowing in the case of NH2-MIL-101(Cr)
can also play some role, which might be a consequence of its
indirect preparation.18,25 The reaction pathway for the indirect
preparation route does not allow for the complete removal of
the reactant from the pores to a small extent, which in turn may
modify the material’s hydrogen uptake.26 In contrast, further
analysis of the diﬀraction data reveals that pore narrowing can
be excluded as the reason for the increase of the hydrogen
uptake in the postsynthetically modiﬁed samples. The (0 2 2):
(1 1 3) diﬀraction peak ratio has been highlighted as a sensitive

at 323 K to eliminate moisture for 1 h and then analyzed under
an air ﬂow of 60 cm3 min−1 at a temperature rate of 5 K min−1.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to investigate the mechanism of the eﬀect of linker
functionalization on the hydrogen−framework interaction,
MIL-101(Cr)17 and NH2-MIL-101(Cr)18 have been synthesized according to the literature, Br-MIL-101(Cr) has been
synthesized analogously to MIL-101(Cr). In addition, solventassisted linker-exchange was applied to obtain postsynthetically
modiﬁed (PSM), partially linker-exchanged BrPSM [2-BrBDC-substituted MIL-101(Cr)], NH2PSM [2-NH2−BDCsubstituted MIL-101(Cr)], and BrNH2PSM [2-NH2−BDC
and 2-Br-BDC-substituted MIL-101(Cr)]. We have identiﬁed a
successful linker exchange, as demonstrated by UV-vis (Figure
S2 of the Supporting Information), DRIFT (Figure S3 of the
Supporting Information), and 1H NMR spectroscopy (see
Experimental and Figure S1 of the Supporting Information).
From these data, the extent of the linker exchange could be
determined, which amounts to ca. 20% of all linkers (Table S1
of the Supporting Information).
First, the samples’ hydrogen-storage properties were probed
by equilibrium adsorption experiments at 77 and 298 K. Figure
1 shows the adsorption isotherms of the MTV and pristine

Figure 1. H2-sorption isotherms of MIL-101(Cr), Br-MIL-101(Cr),
NH2-MIL-101(Cr), and samples BrPSM, NH2PSM, and BrNH2PSM
at (a) 77 K and (b) 298 K.

(containing only one kind of linker) MOFs. At 77 K, the
pristine MIL-101(Cr) shows the highest hydrogen uptake, in
good agreement with the N2 physisorption measurements at
the same temperature (Table S2 of the Supporting
Information). In other words, the saturation hydrogen uptake
(the concentration beyond which hydrogen uptake does not
increase further with increasing hydrogen pressure) was found
to be governed by the available surface area (MIL-101, 2136 m2
19575
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Table 1. Comparison of Hydrogen Adsorption Enthalpies for MIL-101(Cr), Br-MIL-101(Cr), NH2-MIL-101(Cr), and Samples
BrPSM, NH2PSM, and BrNH2PSM at 0.2 wt % Loading
material
−1

ΔHads, kJ mol
a

MIL-101a

Br-MIL-101

NH2-MIL-101

BrPSM

NH2PSM

BrNH2PSM

4.23(1)

4.10(2)

4.31(2)

4.27(4)

4.28(4)

4.32(2)

Somewhat lower but still in agreement with the literature data.29

measure of pore ﬁlling.27 On the other hand, our simulations
show that linker substitution does not have a large impact on
the above diﬀraction peak ratio and indeed we have not
observed any substantial change upon postsynthetic linker
exchange (Figure S5 of the Supporting Information),
conﬁrming that the increase of the hydrogen uptake is due to
linker substitution and not to pore narrowing.
In the case of the framework’s electronic modulation by
linker exchange, the Debye forces of the hydrogen−framework
interaction should change signiﬁcantly, in particular on the
modulated sites of the framework such as the metal nodes or
the linker functionalities. As these latter ones may also act as
added adsorption sites, the host−hydrogen interactions would
be further modiﬁed. Attention needs to be drawn to the
diﬀerences in the enthalpies of adsorption of hydrogen on the
various sites of the frameworks: for example, it has been shown
that hydrogen has a stronger interaction with the metal unit
than with the aromatic ring.28 In order to probe the eﬀect of
linker-exchange on the strength of Debye interactions between
the framework and the hydrogen molecules, the enthalpy of
hydrogen adsorption has been determined at hydrogen loading
of 0.2 wt % (Table 1), close to the maximum uptake at ambient
temperature. Our results show a very slight increase of the
adsorption enthalpy at relatively low (0.2 wt %) hydrogen
loading, when compared with the pristine MIL-101(Cr).
It can thus be concluded that linker functionalization
increases the ambient temperature hydrogen uptake of MIL101(Cr), although the gravimetric hydrogen uptake in this
regime for the fully functionalized Br-MIL-101(Cr) was not
enhanced due to the large mass of the framework. The
increased hydrogen uptake can be attributed to a stronger
hydrogen−host interaction, as reﬂected by the enthalpies of
adsorption measured. This is in line with previous observations;5,6 however, it does not reveal the underlying physical
phenomena. As an example, NH2-MIL-101(Cr) and BrPSM
show similar adsorption isotherms at both, 77 and 298 K; in
addition, the enthalpies of hydrogen adsorption on them are
also a fair match, despite having diﬀerent functional groups and
a diﬀerent extent of linker functionalization.
In order to reveal the eﬀect of electronic modulation by
linker substitution and of those of the linker functional groups
as adsorption sites, the hydrogen−framework interactions need
to be analyzed in detail. Thermal desorption spectroscopy has
been highlighted as an unrivalled tool to get insight into the
strength of hydrogen−host interactions.22,29,30 Desorption of
hydrogen as a function of temperature from all samples was
therefore monitored.
Note that the sharp peaks at ca. 25 and 50 K are artifacts;
they are a consequence of the change of PID parameters.
In the TDS spectra, various desorption ranges corresponding
to diﬀerent adsorption sites are clearly discernible and can be
divided into three regions (Figure 2). The lowest temperature
region (up to ca. 40 K) can be described as the convolution of
the desorption signals from the weakest adsorption sites,
aromatic rings, for instance, and the boiling of the liquid
hydrogen trapped in the pores.

Figure 2. TDS spectra of hydrogen from various MOFs shown on (a)
linear and (b) semilogarithmic scales, showing the three diﬀerent
desorption regions: desorption from the pores and linkers (yellow),
desorption from the functional groups of the linkers (pink), and
desorption from the SBU (blue). Note that the range of the three
diﬀerent regions varies somewhat for diﬀerent linkers, thus the
intermediate regions (orange and purple).

Between ca. 40 and 70 K desorption oﬀ the linkers is
displayed in the spectra (Figure 2a). While MIL-101(Cr) and
Br-MIL-101(Cr) yield only one desorption peak in this region,
the appearance of an additional peak centered between 60 and
70 K can be observed for the case of NH2-MIL-101(Cr)
(Figure 2b). In addition, this last peak is also present in the
spectra of all the amino functional-group-containing samples
(NH2PSM and BrNH2PSM). As this is the only additional
peak in the TDS spectrum of NH2-MIL-101(Cr), the
hypothesis of the increased hydrogen uptake being the
consequence of pore narrowing by the remaining SnCl2 can
be excluded. The reason for this is that this peak is identical to
those found on the postsynthetically functionalized −NH2containing NH2PSM and BrNH2PSM, which do not contain
SnCl2 in their pores. This suggests that the introduction of
19576
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Table 2. Analysis of TDS Spectraa

−NH2 groups in the MOF’s framework introduces new
adsorption sites.
On the other hand, fully functionalized Br-MIL-101(Cr)
apparently does not have more (or diﬀerent) hydrogen
adsorption sites than the pristine MIL-101(Cr). Partially
linker-exchanged BrPSM, however, displays similar behavior
to the samples containing amino functionalities. One possible
explanation for this phenomenon is that the organic functional
group would polarize the whole aromatic linker. If the linkers
are substituted in a symmetrical and ordered fashion, some of
the polarization would be lost, as the inﬂuence of two
functionalized linkers may counterbalance each other. Conversely, random linker substitution results in stronger dipole
interactions and, therefore, a stronger interaction between H2
and its adsorption site.
The highest temperature region of the TDS spectra (i.e.,
above 80 K) corresponds to hydrogen desorption oﬀ the
inorganic building unit (Figure 1a). A striking feature of the
spectra in this region is that whenever −Br ligands are present,
the desorption temperature is shifted to higher temperature
values. This reveals that the addition of Br functionalities will
polarize the linker−secondary building unit bond; this
observation has also been conﬁrmed by our low-temperature
hydrogen adsorption data (Figure S7 of the Supporting
Information).
The fact that no such eﬀect has been observed for amino
functionalities is in line with the observations of de Vos et al.
who found that −Br ligands increase Lewis acidity while −NH2
groups were found to decrease it.7 It can be thus assumed in a
ﬁrst instance that, in order to obtain stronger hydrogen−SBU
interactions, stronger Lewis acids need to be applied on the
cationic nodes. On the other hand, the highest hydrogen
desorption temperature has been observed in the case of
BrNH2PSM. This phenomenon can be explained by the two
opposite eﬀects of the −NH2 and −Br functional groups,
resulting in a push-and-pull force, which in turn further
increases the hydrogen aﬃnity of the site.
Desorption of deuterium shows very similar trends to that of
hydrogen, conﬁrming that the observed phenomena are only
related to desorption of hydrogen from the frameworks (Figure
S8 of the Supporting Information).
Upon integrating the peaks in the TDS spectra, a qualitative
analysis of the desorption of hydrogen from the MOFs can be
carried out and the results are summarized in Table 2.
The three regions mentioned above (highlighted in Figure
2b) can now be quantiﬁed as (i) convolution of hydrogen
liquid boil oﬀ from the pores and desorption from the lowest
enthalpy adsorption sites takes place in the 30−40 K region;
(ii) hydrogen desorbs from the functional groups in the 40−70
K region, and (iii) from the secondary building unit in the 70−
120 K region. Overlap of the distinct region is due to diﬀerent
temperatures of hydrogen desorption in the diﬀerent MOFs.
The opposite eﬀect of the −Br and −NH2 groups on the
Lewis acidity of the secondary building can also be observed
upon close inspection of the data in Figure 2. The desorption
peak of hydrogen from the SBU of pristine MIL-101(Cr) is
centered at about 87 K, which was increased to 96 K on a total
Br-functionalization and did not substantially change for NH2MIL-101(Cr), resulting in its desorption peak practically
overlapping with that of the functional groups.
As the materials only adsorb up to ca. 0.2 wt % at 298 K
under ca. 30 bar hydrogen pressure, the TDS spectra explain
why NH2-MIL-101(Cr), BrPSM, NH2PSM, and BrNH2PSM

MOF
MIL-101(Cr)

Br-MIL101(Cr)

NH2-MIL101(Cr)

BrPSM

NH2PSM

BrNH2PSM

desorption
temperature
(center, K)

wt %

desorption
site−region

in 298 K
isotherm

87
38
30
96

10−4
0.6
1.1
0.02

SBU
linker +
H2 boil oﬀ
SBU

yes
partly
no
yes

46
32
Up to 75

0.1
0.4
10−4

linker +
H2 boil oﬀ
SBU

yes
partly
yes

64
43
31
114
64
45
34
up to 87
62
46
33
118
62
46
31

0.1
0.2
0.4
10−4
0.1
0.6
1.7
7 × 10−5
0.1
0.5
1.2
1.5 × 10−4
0.1
0.5
1.2

functionality
linker +
H2 boil oﬀ
SBU
functionality
linker +
H2 boil oﬀ
SBU
functionality
linker +
H2 boil oﬀ
SBU
functionality
linker +
H2 boil oﬀ

yes
partly
no
yes
yes
partly
no
yes
yes
partly
no
yes
yes
partly
no

a

This analysis also highlights that at a 0.2 wt % loading, hydrogen
desorbs at higher temperatures (owing to stronger hydrogen−host
interactions) in the case of the three postsynthetically modiﬁed
samples and NH2-MIL-101(Cr) than in the cases of the pristine MIL101(Cr) and Br-MIL-101(Cr), in good agreement with the adsorption
enthalpies determined.

have the highest uptake under these conditions: at this uptake
range (up to 0.2 wt %), the adsorption is governed by the
functional groups and their random distribution. As Br-MIL101(Cr) and MIL-101(Cr) have no functional groups that
could adsorb in this region, their hydrogen uptake is
consequently lower. Although Br-MIL-101(Cr) displays an
increased hydrogen uptake on the SBUs, this phenomenon is of
such a low extent in terms of the number of hydrogen
molecules adsorbed that it practically has no eﬀect in the
ambient-temperature hydrogen isotherm. In fact, ambienttemperature isotherms and the TDS maxima at higher
temperatures show ca. 0.1 wt %, which corresponds to a
lower than 10% occupancy of the available adsorption sites. In
addition, the slight increase of the enthalpies of hydrogen
adsorption on the postsynthetically modiﬁed samples can also
be rationalized as the adsorption in the up to 0.2 wt % range is
governed by the linkers, including the functional groups. While
at this loading the increase of the adsorption enthalpies is below
2.5%, it is anticipated that at zero coverage the diﬀerence is
substantially larger, as reﬂected by the ca. 40 K higher
hydrogen-desorption temperature from the secondary building
unit of BrNH2PSM than that of the pristine MIL-101(Cr)
(Figure 2b), at the applied 0.1 K s−1 heating rate.
While both functionalities improved hydrogen−framework
interactions (the −Br ligand increases the SBU’s hydrogen
aﬃnity, while the −NH2 functional group introduces new
hydrogen adsorption sites), the introduction of amino groups
can be a more viable option for hydrogen-storage applications
since the increased hydrogen uptake due to the SBUs’ higher
19577
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hydrogen aﬃnity has only a minor eﬀect (an additional 0.02 wt
%, although at relatively high temperatures partial linkerexchanged samples have proven to be the best option as they
beneﬁt from both eﬀects, in particular for the MOF containing
both types of functional groups, which shows the strongest
hydrogen−SBU interaction.

■

ABBREVIATIONS
MOF: metal−organic framework; SBU: secondary building
unit; BDC: 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid; MTV: multivariate;
SALE: solvent-assisted linker exchange; PSM: postsynthetic
modiﬁcation; UV−vis: UV−visible; DRIFT: diﬀuse reﬂectance
infrared; NMR: nuclear magnetic resonance; PXRD: powder Xray diﬀraction; SPXRD: synchrotron powder X-ray diﬀraction;
SEM: scanning electron microscopy; TDS: thermal desorption
spectroscopy; PID: photoionization detector; BET: Brunauer−
Emmett−Teller

■

CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, the eﬀect of linker substitution on the
electronic modulation of the MIL-101(Cr) metal−organic
framework has been studied. Particular emphasis was given to
the hydrogen−host interactions as a function of the electronic
properties of the substituting linkers as well as the extent of
linker substitution (total or partial). In order to achieve partial
linker exchange, solvent-assisted linker exchange in MIL101(Cr) was successfully employed and it was found that it
results in increased ambient-temperature hydrogen uptake due
to stronger hydrogen−host interactions, as reﬂected in the
enthalpies of hydrogen adsorption. Our results suggest that −Br
functionalities act mainly on the metal site and do not form an
independent adsorption site (unless only partially introduced
into the framework). In contrast, −NH2 functionalities do not
improve the metal-site−hydrogen interaction substantially, but
they do form additional adsorption sites. Partial linker exchange
did not yield a lot of diﬀerence in comparison with the total
functionalization when only −NH2 groups were introduced in
MIL-101(Cr), apart from the obvious diﬀerence in the molar
mass. Subsequent introduction of −Br and −NH2 ligands
resulted in the highest hydrogen-store interaction energy on the
cationic nodes. The latter is attributed to the opposite
electronic modulating eﬀect, push-and-pull, of the distinct
linkers. While these observations highlight the importance of
functional groups when addressing hydrogen storage in metal−
organic frameworks, the resultant ambient-temperature hydrogen-uptake increase is too small for applications. Furthermore,
the knowledge generated on the adsorption mechanism of
hydrogen on functionalized MOFs may be beneﬁcial for gas
separation and catalytic applications.
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